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● Exploration geophysics is of great 
societal value
● Electromagnetic Methods (EM) are 
an established tool in geophysics
● Edge-elements for electromagnetic 
simulations: No spurious solutions
● Understand, implement and 
optimize the Edge-elements 
approach in HPC platforms to 
simulate EM  for oil industry
www.emgs.com
● Edge-elements (Nédélec) Method uses vector basis functions
● Divergence free but not curl free
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● Increase awareness of the earth's 
subsurface 
● Flexible
● Not dependent on a specific mesh 
generator
● Hybrid parallel approach
● Able to work with unstructured meshes
Edge direction CSEM simulations
● To ensure tangential  continuity, a 
unique global edge direction should 
be defined.
Preliminary results
● Primary field is calculated analytically for a 
background layered-earth model.
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- Mid-points for each edge
- Field projection
-Embarrassingly parallel task
Solver interface Results
- Post-processing
- Perfomance analysis
- vtk files
- Paraver traces
Assembly
Edge elements core
Primary field
Pre/Post-processing
Two-hundred 
edge elements
